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We introdu e a simple and pra ti ally eÆ ient method for
repairing in onsistent databases. The idea is to properly represent the
underlying problem, and then use o -the-shelf appli ations for eÆ iently
omputing the orresponding solutions.
Given a possibly in onsistent database, we represent the possible ways
to restore its onsisten y in terms of signed formulae . Then we show
how the `signed theory' that is obtained an be used by a variety of
omputational models for pro essing quanti ed Boolean formulae, or by
onstraint logi program solvers, in order to rapidly and eÆ iently ompute desired solutions, i.e., onsistent repairs of the database.
Abstra t.

1

Introdu tion

In this paper we onsider a uniform representation of repairs of in onsistent relational databases, that is, a general des ription of how to restore the onsisten y
of databases instan es that do not satisfy a given set of integrity onstraints.
We then show how this des ription an be used by a variety of omputational
methodologies for eÆ iently omputing database repairs , i.e., new onsistent
database instan es that di er from the original database instan e by a minimal
set of hanges (with respe t to set in lusion or set ardinality).
Reasoning with in onsistent databases has been extensively studied in the
last few years, espe ially in the ontext of integrating (possibly ontradi ting)
independent data-sour es.3 In this paper we introdu e a novel representation of
the repair problem as a theory that onsists of what we all signed formulae .
Then we illustrate how o -the-shelf omputational systems an use the theory
to solve the problem, i.e., to ompute repairs of the database. Here we apply two
types of tools for repairing a database:

{ We show that the problem of nding repairs with minimal ardinality for
a given database an be onverted to the problem of nding minimal Herbrand models for the orresponding `signed theory'. Thus, on e the pro ess

3

See., e.g., [1, 4, 9, 10, 13, 14, 19, 20, 23℄ for more details on reasoning with in onsistent
databases and further referen es to related works.
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for onsisten y restoration of the database has been represented by a signed
theory (using a polynomial transformation), tools for minimal model omputations (su h as the Si stus Prolog onstraint solver [12℄, or the answer
set programming solver dlv [15℄) an be used to eÆ iently nd the required
repairs.
{ For nding repairs that are minimal with respe t to set in lusion, satis ability solvers on appropriate quanti ed Boolean formulae (QBF) an be
utilized. Again, we provide a polynomial-time transformation to (signed)
QBF theories, and show how QBF solvers [5, 11, 16{18, 21, 26℄ an be used
to restore the database onsisten y.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In the next se tion we formally
de ne the underlying problem and in Se tion 3 we show how to represent it
by signed formulae. In Se tions 4 and 5 we show how onstraint solvers for
logi programs and quanti ed Boolean formulae an be utilized for omputing
database repairs based on the signed theories. In Se tion 6 we present some
experimental results, and in Se tion 7 we on lude with some further remarks
and observations.
2

Database Repairs

Let L be a rst-order language, based on a xed database s hema S and a
xed domain D. Every element of D has a unique name. A database instan e D
onsists of atoms in the language L that are instan es of the s hema S . As su h,
every database instan e D has a nite a tive domain, A(D), whi h is a subset
of D.
A database is a pair (D; IC ), where D is a database instan e, and IC , the set
of integrity onstraints , is a nite and lassi ally onsistent set of formulae in
L. Given a database DB = (D; IC ), we apply to it the losed word assumption,
so only the fa ts that are expli itly mentioned in D are onsidered true. The
underlying semanti s of a database (D; IC ) orresponds, therefore, to the least
Herbrand model of D (notation: H ), i.e., the model of D that assigns true to all
the ground instan es of atomi formulae in D, and assigns false to all the other
atoms.
D

Given a database DB = (D; IC ), let
DBA = D [ IC A = D [ f( ) j

2 IC ;

 : var( ) ! A(D)g,

where  is a ground substitution of variables to the individuals of A(D), the
a tive domain of D.4 DB is alled the Herbrand expansion of DB . As D, IC ,
and A(D) are all nite sets, DB is also nite, and so  = fp1 ; p2 ; : : : ; pn g,
the set of the (ground) atomi formulae that appear in DB , is nite as well. In
A

A

DB
A

4

Thus, e.g., (8x (x)) = (p1 ) ^ ::: ^ (pn ) and (9x (x)) = (p1 ) _ ::: _ (pn ),
where p1 ; : : : ; pn are the elements of A(D); the transformation for other formulae is
standard.
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what follows we shall assume that the databases are grounded w.r.t. their a tive
domains, therefore we shall omit the supers ripts of IC and DB .
A

A

We say that a formula follows from a database instan e D (notation:
D j= ) if the minimal Herbrand model of D is also a model of . A database
DB = (D; IC ) is onsistent if every formula in IC follows from D (notation:
D j= IC ).5
Given a possibly in onsistent database, our goal is to restore its onsisten y,
i.e., to `repair' the database:

De nition 2.1. An update of a database DB =(D; IC ) is a pair (Insert; Retra t),
s.t. Insert \ D = ; and Retra t  D.6 A repair of DB is an update of DB , for
whi h (D [ Insert n Retra t; IC ) is a onsistent database.
Intuitively, a database is updated by inserting the elements of Insert and
removing the elements of Retra t. An update is a repair when the resulting
database is onsistent. Note that if DB is onsistent, then (;; ;) is a repair of
DB.


Example 2.1. Let DB = fP (a)g ; f8x(P (x) ! Q(x))g . Clearly, this database
is not onsistent. The Herbrand expansion of DB is (fP (a)g; fP (a) ! Q(a)g),
and it has three repairs, namely R1 = (fg; fP (a)g), R2 = (fQ(a)g; fg), and
R3 = (fQ(a)g; fP (a)g) that orrespond, respe tively, to removing P (a) from
the database, inserting Q(a) to the database, and performing both a tions si-

multaneously.
Note that as the underlying semanti s is determined by Herbrand interpretations, the Domain Closure Assumption7 is impli it here, and should be regarded
as another onstraint that should be satis ed by every repair. Therefore, e.g.,
(fQ(b)g; fP (a)g) is not a repair of DB in this ase, for any b 6= a. Another
impli it assumption, indu ed by the use of Herbrand semanti s, is that Clark's
equality axioms are satis ed, and so the elements of  are all di erent.
DB

As the example above shows, there are many ways to repair a given database,
some of them may not be very natural or sensible. It is usual, therefore, to spe ify
some preferen e riterion on the possible repairs, and to apply only those that
are (most) preferred with respe t to the underlying riterion. The most ommon
riteria for preferring a repair (Insert; Retra t) over a repair (Insert ; Retra t ) are
set in lusion [1, 4, 9, 10, 14, 19, 20℄, i.e.,
0

0

(Insert; Retra t) i (Insert ; Retra t ), if Insert [ Retra t  Insert [ Retra t ,
0

0

0

0

or minimal ardinality [4, 13, 23℄, i.e.,
(Insert; Retra t)  (Insert ; Retra t ), if jInsertj + jRetra tj  jInsert j + jRetra t j.
0

5
6
7

0

0

0

That is, there is no integrity onstraint that is violated in D.
Note that by onditions (1) and (2) it follows that Insert \ Retra t= ;.
Namely, that the domain of every variable is in the set  DB of the ground atoms
that appear in DB .
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Both riteria above re e t the intuitive feeling that a `natural' way to repair an
in onsistent database should require some minimal amount of hanges, therefore
the re overed data is kept `as lose as possible' to the original one. A ording
to this view, for instan e, ea h one of the repairs R1 and R2 of Example 2.1
is stri tly better than R3 . Note also, that (;; ;) is the only i -preferred and
 -preferred repair of onsistent databases, as expe ted.
3

Representation of Repairs by Signed Formulae

In what follows we represent (preferred) repairs in terms of what we all `signed
formulae'. Then we in orporate orresponding solvers in order to ompute the
repairs.
For every (ground) atom p 2  we introdu e a new atom, sp , intuitively
understood as `swit h p', or ` hange the status of p', that is, sp holds i p 2
Insert [ Retra t. For every integrity onstraint 2 IC we de ne a new formulae,
, obtained from by simultaneously substituting every appearan e of an atom
p by a orresponding expression p that is de ned as follows:
DB

(

p =

:sp if

sp

p 2 D,
otherwise.

The formula = [ p1 =p1 ; : : : ; pm =pm ℄ (i.e., the simultaneous substitution
in of all the atomi formulae pi , 1  i  m, by their `signed expressions' pi ) is
alled the signed formula that is obtained from .
Given a repair R = (Insert; Retra t) of a database DB , de ne a valuation 
on fsp j p 2  g as follows:

R

DB

 (sp ) = t i p 2 Insert [ Retra t:
R

 is alled the valuation that is asso iated with R. Conversely, a valuation 
on fsp j p 2  g indu es a database update R = (Insert; Retra t), where
Insert = fp 62 D j  (sp ) = tg and Retra t = fp 2 D j  (sp ) = tg.8 Obviously,
R

DB

these mappings are the inverse of ea h other.

Example 3.1. Let DB = (fpg; fp ! qg) be a ground representation of the
database onsidered in Example 2.1. In this ase, the sign formula of = p ! q is
= :sp ! sq , or, equivalently, sp _ sq . Intuitively, this formula indi ates that in
order to restore the onsisten y of DB, at least one of p or q should be `swit hed',
i.e., either p should be removed from the database or q should be inserted to

it. Indeed, the three lassi al models of are exa tly the three valuations on
fsp ; sq g that are asso iated with the three repairs of DB (see Example 2.1). The
next theorem shows that this is not a oin iden e.
8

Clearly, R is an update of DB , but it is not ne essarily a repair of DB (see De nition 2.1).
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Theorem 3.1. Let DB = (D; IC ) be a database. Denote: IC = f

j

5

2 ICg.

a) if R is a repair of DB then  is a model of IC ,
b) if  is a model of IC then R is a repair of DB .
R

Proof. For (a), suppose that R is a repair of DB = (D; IC ). Then, in parti ular, D j= IC , where D = D [ Insert n Retra t. Let H be the least Herbrand
model of D , and let 2 IC . Then H ( ) = t, and so it remains to show
that  ( ) = H ( ). The proof of this is by indu tion on the stru ture of
, and we show only the base step (the rest is trivial), i.e., for every p 2  ,
 (p) = H (p). Indeed,
{ p 2 D n Retra t ) p 2 D )  (p)=  (:sp )= : (sp )= :f = t = H (p).
{ p 2 Retra t ) p 2 D n D )  (p)=  (:sp )= : (sp )= :t = f = H (p).
{ p 2 Insert ) p 2 D n D )  (p)=  (sp )= t = H (p).
{ p 62 D [ Insert ) p 62 D )  (p)=  (sp )= f = H (p).
R

R

D

R

R

D

D

R

R

R

DB

R

D

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

D

R

D
D

R

R

R

D

R

For part (b), suppose that  is a model of IC . Let
R = (Insert; Retra t) = (fp 62 D j  (sp ) = tg; fp 2 D j  (sp ) = tg).
We shall show that R is a repair of DB. A ording to De nition 2.1, it is obviously an update. It remains to show that every 2 IC follows from DR =
R
R
D [ Insert n Retra t, i.e., that HD ( ) = t, where HD is the least Herbrand
model of DR . Sin e  is a model of IC ,  ( ) = t, and so it remains to show that
R
HD ( ) =  ( ). Again, the proof is by indu tion on the stru ture of , and we
R
show only the base step, that is: for every p 2  DB , HD (p) =  (p):

{ p 2 D n Retra t ) p 2 D ,  (sp ) = f ) H (p)= t = : (sp )=  (:sp )=  (p).
{ p 2 Retra t ) p 2 D n D ,  (sp ) = t, ) H (p)= f = : (sp )=  (:sp )=  (p).
{ p 2 Insert ) p 2 D n D,  (sp ) = t, ) H (p)= t =  (sp )=  (p).
{ p 62 D [ Insert ) p 62 D ,  (sp ) = f , ) H (p)= f =  (sp )=  (p).
2
R

R

R

D

D

D

R

R

R

R

D

R

The last theorem implies, in parti ular, that in order to ompute repairs for
a given database DB , it is suÆ ient to nd the models of the signed formulae
that are indu ed by the integrity onstraints of DB ; the pairs that are indu ed
by these models are the repairs of DB.

Example 3.2. Consider again the (grounded) database of Examples 2.1 and 3.1.
The orresponding signed formula = sp _ sq has three models fsp : t; sq : f g,
fsp : f; sq : tg, and fsp : t; sq : tg.9 These models indu e, respe tively, three pairs,
(fg; fpg), (fq g; fg), and (fq g; fpg), whi h are the repairs of DB ( f. Example 2.1).
9

We are denoting here by p : x the fa t that the atom p is assigned the value x by the
orresponding valuation.
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Computing Preferred Repairs by Model Generation

In this se tion we show how solvers for onstraint logi programs (CLPs), answerset programming (ASP) and SAT solvers an be used for omputing  -preferred
repairs and i -preferred repairs. The experimental results are presented in Se tion 6.

4.1 Computing  -Preferred Repairs
By Theorem 3.1, the repairs of a database orrespond exa tly to the models of
the signed theory. It is straightforward to see that  -preferred repairs of DB
(i.e., those with minimal ardinality) orrespond to models of IC that minimize
the number of t-assignments of the atoms sp . Hen e, the problem is to nd
Herbrand models for IC with minimal ardinality ( alled  -minimal Herbrand
models).

Theorem 4.1. Let DB = (D; IC ) be a database and IC = f j 2 ICg. Then:
a) if R is a  -preferred repair of DB, then  is a  -minimal Herbrand
model of IC .
b) if  is a  -minimal Herbrand model of IC , then R is a  -preferred repair
of DB.
R

We dis uss two te hniques to ompute  -minimal Herbrand models. The
rst approa h is to use a nite domain CLP solver. En oding the omputation
of  -preferred repair using a nite domain onstraint solver is a straightforward pro ess. The `swit h atoms' sp are en oded as nite domain variables with
domain f0; 1g. A typi al en oding spe i es the relevant onstraints (i.e., the enoding of IC ), assigns a spe ial variable, Sum, for summing-up all the signed
variables that are assigned the value `1', and asks for a solution with a minimal
value for Sum.

Example 4.1. Below is a ode for repairing the database of Example 3.2 with
Si stus Prolog nite domain onstraint solver CLP(FD) [12℄10 .
domain([Sp,Sq℄,0,1),
Sp #\/ Sq,
sum([Sp,Sq℄,#=,Sum),
minimize(labeling([℄,[Sp,Sq℄),Sum).

%
%
%
%

domain of the signed atoms
the signed theory
Sum = num of vars with val 1
find a solution with min sum

The solutions omputed here are [1; 0℄ and [0; 1℄, and the value of Sum is 1.
This means that the ardinality of the  -preferred repairs of DB should be 1,
and that these repairs are indu ed by the valuations 1 = fsp : t; sq : f g and
2 = fsp : f; sq : tg. Thus, the two  -minimal repairs here are (fg; fpg) and
(fq g; fg), whi h indeed insert or retra t exa tly one atomi formula.
10

A Boolean onstraint solver would also be appropriate here. As Si stus Prolog
Boolean onstraint solver has no minimization apabilities, we prefer to use here
the nite domain onstraint solver.
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A se ond approa h is to use the disjun tive logi programming system DLV
[15℄. To ompute  -minimal repairs using DLV, the signed theory IC is transformed into a propositional lausal form. A lausal theory is a spe ial ase of
a disjun tive logi program without negation in the body of the lauses. The
stable models of a disjun tive logi program without negation as failure in the
body of rules oin ide exa tly with the i -minimal models of su h a program.
Hen e, by transforming the signed theory IC to lausal form, DLV an be used to
ompute i -minimal Herbrand models. To eliminate models with non-minimal
ardinality, weak onstraints are used. A weak onstraint is a formula for whi h
a ost value is de ned. With ea h model omputed by DLV, a ost is de ned as
the sum of the ost values of all weak onstraints satis ed in the model. The
DLV system an be asked to generate models with minimal total ost. The set
of weak onstraints used to ompute  -minimal repairs is exa tly the set of all
atoms sp ; ea h atom has ost 1. Clearly, i -minimal models of a theory with
minimal total ost are exa tly the models with least ardinality.

Example 4.2. Below is a ode for repairing the database of Example 3.2 with
DLV.

Sp v Sq.
:~ Sp.
:~ Sq.

% the lause
% the weak onstraints (their ost is 1 by default)

Clearly, the solutions here are fsp : t; sq : f g and fsp : f; sq : tg. These valuations
indu e the two  -minimal repairs of DB , R1 = (fg; fpg) and R2 = (fq g; fg).

4.2 Computing i -Preferred Repairs
The i -preferred repairs of a database orrespond to minimal Herbrand models
with respe t to set in lusion of the signed theory IC . We fo us on the omputation of one minimal model. The reason is simply that in most sizable appli ations, the omputation of all minimal models is not feasible (there are too many
of them). We onsider here three simple te hniques to ompute a i -preferred
repair. In the next se tion we onsider another more omplex method.
I. One te hnique, mentioned already in the previous se tion, is to transform
IC to lausal form and use the DLV system. In this ase the weak onstraints
are not needed.
II. Another possibility is to adapt CLP-te hniques to ompute i -minimal models of Boolean onstraints. The idea is simply to make sure that whenever a
Boolean variable (or a nite domain variable with domain f0; 1g) is sele ted
for being assigned a value, one rst assigns the value 0 before trying to assign
the value 1.

Proposition 4.1. If the above strategy for value sele tion is used, then the
rst omputed model is provably a i -minimal model.

8
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Proof. Consider the sear h tree of the CLP-problem. Ea h path in this tree
represents a value assignment to a subset of the onstraint variables. Internal
nodes, orrespond to partial solutions, are labeled with the variable sele ted
by the labeling fun tion of the solver and have two hildren: the left hild
assigns value 0 to the sele ted variable and the right hild assigns value 1.
We say that node n2 is on the right of a node n1 in this tree if n2 appears
in the right subtree, and n1 appears in the left subtree of the deepest ommon an estor node of n1 and n2 . It is then easy to see that in su h a tree,
ea h node n2 to the right of a node n1 assigns the value 1 to the variable
sele ted in this an estor node, whereas n1 assigns value 0 to this variable.
Consequently, the left-most node in the sear h tree whi h is a model of the
Boolean onstraints, is i -minimal.
2
In CLP-systems su h as Si stus Prolog, one an ontrol the order in whi h
values are assigned to variables. We have implemented the above strategy
and dis uss the results in Se tion 6.
III. A third te hnique onsidered here uses SAT-solvers. SAT-solvers, su h as
zCha [25℄, do not ompute dire tly minimal models, but an be easily extended to do so. The algorithm uses the SAT-solver to generate models of
the theory T , until it nds a minimal model. Minimality of a model M of T
an beWveri ed by he
V king the unsatis ability of T , augmented with the axioms p M :p and p M :p. The model M is minimal exa tly when these
axioms are in onsistent with T . This approa h has been tested using the
SAT solver zCha [25℄; the results are dis ussed in Se tion 6.
2

5

Computing
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 -Preferred Repairs by QBF Solvers
i

In this se tion we show how solvers for quanti ed Boolean formulae (QBFs) an
be used for omputing the i -preferred repairs of a given database. In this ase
it is ne essary to add to the signed formulae of IC an axiom (represented by
a quanti ed Boolean formula) that expresses i -minimality, i.e., that an i preferred repair is not in luded in any other database repair. Then, QBF solvers
su h as QUBOS [5℄, EVALUATE [11℄, QUIP [16℄, QSOLVE [17℄, QuBE [18℄, QKN
[21℄, SEMPROP [22℄, and DECIDE [26℄, an be applied to the signed quanti ed
Boolean theory that is obtained, in order to ompute the i -preferred repairs of
the database. Below we give a formal des ription of this pro ess.

5.1 Quanti ed Boolean Formulae
Quanti ed Boolean formulae (QBFs) are propositional formulae extended with
quanti ers 8; 9 over propositional variables. In what follows we shall denote
propositional formulae by Greek lower- ase letters (usually ; ) and QBFs by
Greek upper- ase letters (e.g., ; ). Intuitively, the meaning of a QBF of the
form 9p 8q is that there exists a truth assignment of p su h that is true for
every truth assignment of q . Next we formalize this intuition.
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As usual, we say that an o urren e of an atomi formula p is free if it is not in
the s ope of a quanti er Qp, for Q 2 f8; 9g, and we denote by [1 =p1 ; : : : ; m =pm ℄
the uniform substitution of ea h free o urren e of a variable pi in by a formula i , for i = 1; : : : ; m. The notion of a valuation is extended to QBFs as
follows: Given a fun tion at :  [ ft; f g ! ft; f g s.t.  (t) = t and  (f) = f ,
a valuation  on QBFs is re ursively de ned as follows:
DB

 (p) = at (p) for every p 2  [ ft; f g,
 (: ) = : ( ),
 ( Æ ) =  ( ) Æ  (), where Æ 2 f^; _; !; $g,
 (8p ) =  ( [t=p℄) ^  ( [f =p℄),
 (9p ) =  ( [t=p℄) _  ( [f =p℄).
DB

A valuation  satis es a QBF if  ( ) = t;  is a model of a set of QBFs if it
satis es every element of . A QBF is entailed by a set of QBFs (notation:
` ) if every model of
is also a model of . In what follows we shall use
the following notations: for two valuations 1 and 2 we denote by 1  2 that
for every atomi formula p, 1 (p) ! 2 (p) is true. We shall also write 1 < 2 to
denote that 1  2 and 2 6 1 .

5.2 Representing i -Preferred Repairs by Signed QBFs
It is well-known that quanti ed Boolean formulae an be used for representing
ir ums ription [24℄, thus they properly express logi al minimization [7, 8℄. In
our ase we use this property for expressing minimization of repairs w.r.t. set
in lusion.
Given a database DB = (D; IC ), denote by IC the onjun tion of all the
elements in IC (i.e., the onjun tion of all the signed formulae that are obtained
from the integrity onstraints of DB). Consider the following QBF, denoted
:
^

DB







8s0p1 ; : : : ; s0pn IC ^ s0p1 =sp1 ; : : : ; s0pn =spn !

n
^

(spi ! spi ) !
0

i=1

n
^
i=1



(spi ! spi ) :
0

Consider a model  of IC , i.e., a valuation for sp1 ; : : : ; spn that makes IC true.
The QBF
expresses that every interpretation  (valuation for sp1 ; : : : ; spn )
that is a model of IC , has the property that    implies   , i.e.,
there is no model  of IC , s.t. the set fsp j  (sp ) = tg properly ontains
the set fsp j (sp ) = tg. In terms of database repairs, this means that if
R = (Insert; Retra t) and R = (Insert ; Retra t ) are the database repairs that
are asso iated, respe tively, with  and , then Insert [ Retra t 6 Insert [ Retra t.
It follows, therefore, that in this ase R is a i -preferred repair of DB , and in
general
represents i -minimality.
^

^

0

DB

^

^

0

0

0

DB

0

0
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Example 5.1. With the database DB of Examples 2.1, 3.1, and 3.2, IC [

DB

the following theory, :









sp _sq ; 8sp 8sq sp _sq ! (sp ! sp )^(sq ! sq ) ! (sp ! sp )^(sq ! sq )
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

is

0

:

The models of are those that assign t either to sp or to sq , but not to both of
them, i.e., 1 = (sp : t; sq : f ) and 2 = (sp : f; sq : t). The database updates that
are indu ed by these valuations are, respe tively, R1 = (fg; fpg) and R2 =
(fq g; fg). By Theorem 5.1 below, these are the only i -preferred repairs of DB .

Theorem 5.1. Let DB = (D; IC ) be a database and IC = f

2 ICg.

j

Then:

a) if R is an i -preferred repair of DB then  is a model of IC [
,

b) if  is a model of IC [
then R is an i -preferred repair of DB.
R

DB

DB

Proof. Suppose that R = (Insert; Retra t) is an i -preferred repair of DB.
In parti ular, it is a repair of DB and so, by Theorem 3.1,  is a model of
IC . Sin e Theorem 3.1 also assures that a database update that is indu ed by
a model of IC is a repair of DB , in order to prove both parts of the theorem, it
remains to show that the fa t that  satis es
is a ne essary and suÆ ient
ondition for assuring that R is i -minimal among the repairs of DB . Indeed, 
satis es
i for every valuation  that satis es IC and for whi h    , it
is also true that   . Thus,  satis es
i there is no model  of IC s.t.
 <  , i (by Theorem 3.1 again) there is no repair R of DB s.t.  <  , i
there is no repair R = (Insert ; Retra t ) s.t. Insert [ Retra t  Insert [ Retra t,
i R is an i -minimal repairs of DB .
2
R

R

DB

R

DB

R

^

R

R

DB

R

0

0

0

0

0

0

R

R

0

Note 5.1. (Complexity results ) A skepti al ( onservative) approa h to query answering is onsidered, e.g., in [1, 19℄, where an answer to a query Q and a database
DB is evaluated with respe t to (the databases that are obtained from) all the
i -preferred repairs of DB. A redulous approa h to the same problem evaluates
queries with respe t to some i -preferred repair of DB. Theorem 5.1 implies the
following upper omplexity bounds for these approa hes:

Corollary 5.1. Credulous query answering lies in 2P , and skepti al query answering is in 2P .
Proof. By Theorem 5.1, redulous query answering is equivalent to satis ability he king for IC [
, and onservative query answering is equivalent to
entailment he king for the same theory (see also Corollary 5.2 below). Thus,
these de ision problems an be en oded by QBFs in prenex normal form with exa tly one quanti er alternation. The orollary is obtained, now, by the following
well-known result:
DB

Proposition 5.1. [27℄ Given a propositional formula , whose atoms are partitioned into i  1 sets fp11 ; : : : ; p1m1 g; : : : ; fpi1 ; : : : ; pimi g, de iding whether
9p11 ; : : : ; 9p1m1 ; 8p21 ; : : : ; 8p2m2 ; : : : ; Qpi1 ; : : : ; Qpimi
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is true, is iP - omplete (where Q = 9 if i is odd and Q = 8 if i is even). Also,
de iding if
8p11 ; : : : ; 8p1m1 ; 9p21 ; : : : ; 9p2m2 ; : : : ; Qpi1 ; : : : ; Qpimi
is true, is iP - omplete (where Q = 8 if i is odd and Q = 9 if i is even).
2
As shown, e.g., in [19℄, the omplexity bounds spe i ed in the last orollary are
stri t, i.e., these de ision problems are hard for the respe tive omplexity lasses.

Note 5.2. (Consistent query answering ) Another onsequen e of Theorem 5.1 is
that the onservative approa h to query answering [1, 19℄ may be represented in
our ontext in terms of a onsequen e relation as follows:

Corollary 5.2. Q is a onsistent query answer of a database DB = (D; IC ) in
` Q.
the sense of [1, 19℄ i IC [
DB

The last orollary and Se tion 4.2 provide, therefore, some additional methods
for onsistent query answering, all of them are based on signed theories.
6

Experiments and Comparative Study

The idea of using formulae that introdu e new (`signed') variables aimed at designating the truth assignments of other related variables is used, for di erent
purposes, e.g. in [2, 3, 6, 7℄. In the area of database integration, signed variables
are used in [19℄, and have a similar intended meaning as in our ase. In [19℄,
however, only i -preferred repairs are onsidered, and a rewriting pro ess for
onverting relational queries over a database with onstraints to extended disjun tive queries (with two kinds of negations) over database without onstraints,
must be employed. As a result, only solvers that are able to pro ess disjun tive
Datalog programs and ompute their stable models (e.g., DLV), an be applied.
In ontrast, as we have already noted above, motivated by the need to nd pra ti al and e e tive methods for repairing in onsistent databases, signed formulae
serve here as a representative platform that an be dire tly used by a variety
of o -the-shelf appli ations for omputing (either i -preferred or  -preferred)
repairs. In what follows we examine some of these appli ations and ompare
their appropriateness to the kind of problems that we are dealing with.
We have randomly generated instan es of a database, onsisting of three relations: tea her of the s hema (tea her name), ourse of the s hema ( ourse name),
and tea hes of the s hema (tea her name; ourse name). Also, the following two
integrity onstraints were spe i ed:

i 1 A ourse is given by one tea her:
8X 8Y 8Z



tea her(X ) ^ tea her(Y ) ^ ourse(Z ) ^ tea hes(X; Z ) ^


tea hes(Y; Z ) ! X = Y
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i 2 Ea h tea her gives at least one ourse:
8X





tea her(X ) ! 9Y ourse(Y ) ^ tea hes(X; Y )

The next four test ases (identi ed by the enumeration below) were onsidered:
1. Small database instan es with i 1 as the only onstraint.
2. Larger database instan es with i 1 as the only onstraint.
3. Databases with IC = fi 1; i 2g, where the number of ourses equals the
number of tea hers.
4. Databases with IC = fi 1; i 2g and with fewer ourses than tea hers.
Note that in the rst two test ases, only retra tions of database fa ts are
needed in order to restore onsisten y, in the third test ase both insertion and
retra tions may be needed, and the last test ase is unsolvable, as the theory is
not satis able.
For ea h ben hmark we generated a sequen e of instan es with an in reasing
number of database fa ts, and tested them w.r.t. the following appli ations:

{ ASP/CLP-solvers:

DLV [15℄ (release 2003-05-16), CLP(FD) [12℄ (version 3.10.1).

{ QBF-solvers:

SEMPROP [22℄ (release 24.02.02), QuBE-BJ [18℄ (release 1.3), DECIDE [26℄.

{ SAT-solvers:

A minimal-model generator based on zCha [25℄.

The goal was to onstru t i -preferred repairs within a time limit of ve
minutes. The systems DLV and CLP(FD) were tested also for onstru ting  preferred repairs. All the experiments were done on a Linux ma hine, 800MHz,
with 512MB memory. Tables 1{4 show the results for providing the rst answer.11
The results of the rst ben hmark (Table 1) already indi ate that DLV, CLP,
and zCha perform mu h better than the QBF-solvers. In fa t, among the QBFsolvers that were tested, only SEMPROP ould repair within the time limit most
of the database instan es of ben hmark 1, and none of them ould su essfully repair (within the time restri tion) the larger database instan es, tested in
ben hmark 2. Also, we en ountered some spa e limitation problems and a bug12
in DECIDE, and this dis ouraged us from using it in our experiments.
Another observation from Tables 1{4 is that DLV, CLP, and the zCha -based
system, perform very good for minimal in lusion greedy algorithms. However,
11

12

Times are in given in se onds, empty ells mean that timeout is rea hed without
an answer, vars is the number of variables, IC is the number of grounded integrity
onstraints, and size is the size of the repairs.
For the unsatis able QBF 9xy8uv ((x _ y ) ^ (u _ v )), the answer x = 1 and y = 0 is
returned. The system developers were noti ed about this and the bug is being xed.
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Table 1.

Test info.
No. vars IC
1 20 12
2 25 16
3 30 28
4 35 40
5 40 48
6 45 42
7 50 38
8 55 50
9 60 58
10 65 64
11 70 50
12 75 76
13 80 86
14 85 76
15 90 78
16 95 98
17 100 102
18 105 102
19 110 124
20 115 116

size
8
7
12
15
16
17
15
20
21
22
22
27
29
30
32
35
40
37
43
44

DLV
0.005
0.013
0.009
0.023
0.016
0.021
0.013
0.008
0.014
0.023
0.014
0.021
0.021
0.022
0.024
0.027
0.017
0.018
0.030
0.027

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Test info.
vars
480
580
690
810
940
1080
1230
1390
1560
1740
1930

IC
171
214
265
300
349
410
428
509
575
675
719

Results for test ase 1

i -repairs
CLP zCha SEMPROP QuBE
0.010 0.024
0.088 14.857
0.010 0.018
0.015
0.020 0.039
0.100
0.020 0.008
0.510
0.020 0.012
0.208
0.030 0.008
0.673
0.020 0.009
0.216
0.030 0.018
1.521
0.030 0.036
3.412
0.030 0.009
10.460
0.030 0.019
69.925
0.030 0.010
75.671
0.030 0.009
270.180
0.030 0.010
0.040 0.020
0.040 0.047
0.040 0.016
0.040 0.033
0.040 0.022
0.040 0.041

Table 2.
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 -repairs
DLV
CLP
0.011
0.020
0.038
0.020
0.611
0.300
2.490
1.270
3.588
3.220
12.460 10.350
23.146 20.760
29.573 65.530
92.187 136.590
122.399 171.390

Results for test ase 2
size
470
544
750
796
946
1108
1112
1362
1562
1782
2042

i -repairs

DLV
0.232
0.366
0.422
0.639
0.815
1.107
1.334
1.742
2.254
2.901
3.592

CLP
0.330
0.440
0.610
0.860
1.190
1.560
2.220
2.580
3.400
4.140
5.260

zCha
0.155
0.051
0.062
0.079
0.094
0.123
0.107
0.135
0.194
0.182
0.253
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Table 3.

Test info.
No. vars
1
25
2
36
3
49
4
64
5
81
6 100
7 121
8 144
9 169
10
196
11
225

size
4
9
15
23
30
34
38
47
51
68
70

i -repairs

DLV
0.008
0.008
0.027
0.019
0.012
0.021
0.626
0.907
0.161
1.877
8.496

Table 4.

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Test info.
tea hers
ourses
5
4
7
5
9
6
11
7
13
8
15
9
17
10

Results for test ase 3
CLP
0.030
0.030
0.250
0.770
4.660

zCha
0.066
0.087
0.050
0.013
0.102
0.058
1.561
2.192
0.349
4.204
16.941

 -repairs

DLV
0.010
0.070
0.347
2.942
26.884
244.910

CLP
0.05
0.42
9.48
58.09

Results for test ase 4

DLV
0.001
0.005
0.040
0.396
3.789
44.573

i -repairs
CLP
0.01
0.13
1.41
17.18

zCha
0.001
0.010
0.020
0.120
1.050
13.370

 -repairs
DLV
CLP
0.001
0.001
0.005
0.120
0.042
1.400
3.785 17.170
44.605
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when using DLV and CLP for ardinality minimization, their performan e is mu h
worse. This is due to an exhaustive sear h for a  -minimal solution.
While in ben hmark 1 the time di eren es among DLV, CLP, and zCha ,
for omputing i -repairs are marginal, in the other ben hmarks the di eren es
be ome more evident. Thus, for instan e, zCha performs better than the other
solvers w.r.t. bigger database instan es with many simple onstraints (see ben hmark 2), while DLV performs better when the problem has bigger and more ompli ated sets of onstraints (see ben hmark 3). The SAT approa h with zCha
was the fastest in dete ting unsatis able situations (see ben hmark 4). As shown
in Table 4, dete ting unsatis ability requires a onsiderable amount of time, even
for small instan es.
Some of the on lusions from the experiments may be summarized as follows:
1. In prin iple, QBF-solvers, CLP-solvers, ASP-solvers, and SAT-solvers are all
adequate tools for omputing database repairs.
2. All the QBF-solvers, as well as DLV and zCha , are `bla k-boxes' that a ept the problem spe i ation in a ertain format. In ontrast, CLP(FD)
provides a more `open' environment, in whi h it is possible to in orporate
problem-spe i sear h algorithms, su h as the greedy algorithm for nding
i -minimal repairs (see Se tion 4.2).
3. Currently, the performan e of the QBF-solvers is onsiderably below that
of the other solvers. Moreover, most of the QBF-solvers require that the
formulae are represented in prenex CNF, and spe i ed in Dima s or Rintanen
format. These requirements are usually spa e-demanding. In our ontext,
the fa t that many QBF-solvers (e.g., SEMPROP and QuBE-BJ) return only
yes/no answers (a ording to the satis ability of the input theory), is another
problem, sin e it is impossible to onstru t repairs only by these answers.
One needs to be able to extra t the assignments to the outmost existentially
quanti ed variables (as done, e.g., by DECIDE).
Despite these drawba ks of QBF-solvers, reasoning with QBFs seems to be
parti ularly suitable for our needs, sin e this framework provides a natural
way to express minimization (in our ase, representations of optimal repairs).
It is most likely, therefore, that future versions of QBF-solvers will be the
basis of powerful me hanisms for handling onsisten y in databases.
7

Con luding Remarks

This work provides further eviden e for the well-known fa t that in many ases
a proper representation of a given problem is a major step in nding robust
solutions to it. In our ase, a uniform method for en oding the restoration of
database onsisten y by signed formulae allows us to use o -the-shelf solvers for
eÆ iently omputing the desired repairs.
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As shown in Corollary 5.1, the task of repairing a database is on the se ond
level of the polynomial hierar hy, hen e it is not tra table. However, despite
the high omputational omplexity of the problem, the experimental results
of Se tion 6 show that our method of repairing databases by signed theories is
pra ti ally appealing , as it allows a rapid onstru tion of repairs for large problem
instan es.
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